Owen Mumford

Over 60 Years of Innovation

Founded in 1952, Owen Mumford has developed a global reputation in the medical device industry. From the design and patent of new device platforms to testing a finished product against the most rigorous standards, we have complete control of every aspect of the process in our UK development and manufacturing facilities. Put simply, our mission is to provide innovative solutions that exceed expectations, encourage compliance and improve quality of life.

Global Company, Local Focus

At Owen Mumford, being a leader in medical device innovation is only half of what we do. National healthcare programs and coverage are as diverse as the countries we do business with. We make it our business to understand your local needs, concerns and pain points to maximize your business opportunity.

U.S. Healthcare Experts

The U.S. healthcare industry, in particular, presents complex challenges when it comes to medical device use, reimbursement and integration. Our U.S. division balances a board of clinical and market experts, with in-depth understanding of these areas. Whether optimizing reimbursement strategies in retail, or maximizing clinical device adoption and compliance, our seasoned team is equipped with the tools, knowledge and resources to take your business to new heights.

Private Label

Owen Mumford offers quality products and unrivaled flexibility and versatility.

Boost Your Brand Visibility and Loyalty

Promote your own brand with private or co-labeled products to generate repeat business and increase your company’s brand visibility.

A Win-Win for You and Your Customers

Private labeling allows you and your customers to benefit with high quality products for reduced prices and co-pays.

Our Team Is Your Team

Owen Mumford will fully customize a program for your private or co-labeled products including reimbursement expertise, packaging design and printing, product launch support, sampling, sales promotions and more.
AutoDrop® is designed to prevent blushing in order to optimize eye drop delivery, improve patient compliance and reduce waste. The eye drop guide is easy to use and can be used in conjunction with AutoSqueeze®.

AutoSqueeze® Eye Drop Guide

AutoSqueeze® Bottle Squeezer

Easily fits most .3, .5 and 1cc syringes.

Extensive Compatibility

*compatible with most eye drop bottles

conjunction with

AutoSqueeze®

features safety interlock mechanism to prevent accidental misfires.

Autoject® 2 Automatic Injection Aid

Autoject® 2 makes self injection easy by reducing anxiety and maximizing comfort. Simple twist in syringe and, with the touch of a button Autoject® 2 inserts the needle to a pre-set depth and delivers the medication.

Simply load a syringe and, with the touch of a button, Autoject® 2 combines the superior performance of Unifine® Pen Needles with the world’s first built-in remover for safer, personal use. The result is maximum comfort, plus the ultimate in pen needle convenience.

Unistik® TinyTouch® is an ergonomic evening injection device designed to quickly and comfortably sample menstrual blood with minimal pain and discomfort. Shallow Blunt Depth helps protect sensitive inner thighs for greater comfort.

Easy to Use

Composed, ergonomic design and adjustable guide make usage easy.

Unistik® TinyTouch® is a safety lancets are safe, easy to use and virtually pain-free for a more comfortable blood sampling experience.

Optimal Sampling

A variety of sizes available for optimal sampling.

Avenue Technology

Makes pain stimulus for a more comfortable sampling experience by sending a signal of comfort to the brain, helping to eliminate the pain associated with a fingerstick.

Rapport® English Aspiration Management

Rapport® is a safe, highly effective solution for needle aspiration Injuries. This low pressure Therapy device produces an aspiration in minutes, for enhanced sexual confidence and comfort.

Proven Performance

Available in a wide variety of needle lengths and gauges. Use Unistik® Pen Needles in care available.

Optimal Sampling

A variety of sizes available for optimal sampling.

Avenue Technology

Makes pain stimulus for a more comfortable sampling experience by sending a signal of comfort to the brain, helping to eliminate the pain associated with a fingerstick.

Autolet® Impression Advanced Lancing Device

Autolet® Impression combines advanced technology and unique feature in one automatic Impression device to provide users with ultimate comfort and control.

Fasten Adjustment

Adjust fasten force to control blood flow without increasing penetration depth. This allows the user to control lancet force and speed, increasing sampling comfort.

Universal Fit

Compared with most lancing devices.

Unistik® TinyTouch® is an ergonomic evening injection device designed to quickly and comfortably sample menstrual blood with minimal pain and discomfort. Shallow Blunt Depth helps protect sensitive inner thighs for greater comfort.

Easy to Use

Composed, ergonomic design and adjustable guide make usage easy.

Unistik® TinyTouch® is a safety lancets are safe, easy to use and virtually pain-free for a more comfortable blood sampling experience.

Optimal Sampling

A variety of sizes available for optimal sampling.

Avenue Technology

Makes pain stimulus for a more comfortable sampling experience by sending a signal of comfort to the brain, helping to eliminate the pain associated with a fingerstick.